Transcript
A Thank You to CAA School Safety Patrollers
00:00:00 - 00:00:06
[Video: A variety of shots show a suburban community and members of the community
are interacting together]
Voiceover >> The neighborhood you were raised and will always be a part of you. Every
street, every building, every person leaves an imprint on you.
00:00:06 - 00:00:13
[Animation: The video fades to a black screen with a large white fingerprint appearing in
the middle]
[Video: A variety of shots showing community members working together on volunteer
projects are shown]
Voiceover >> In every community, whether big or small, there are those who decide to
give back, and whatever way they can.
00:00:13 - 00:00:20
[Video: A variety of videos show children and adults working together]
Voiceover >> Recognizing that being a leader starts at home, at school, in the place
that you spend your childhood.
00:00:20 - 00:00:47
[Video: A variety of videos are shown with children safely going to and from school
using school buses and crosswalks. Loving family members are shown embracing
them]
Voiceover >> And in that place, there are teachers and parents who know that children
have within them a light, so exceptional and so strong that it needs to be safeguarded.
Because children are the pulse of any community. Anytime a child walks to school
alone, a loved one's heart is on the line. Anytime a school bus picks up a child, there
are a dozen people that need to know that child will arrive at school, safe. Anytime a
child crosses a street, the parents will hold their breath until that child has been
delivered safely to the other side
00:00:47 - 00:01:04
[Video: Several CAA Safety Patrollers are shown in their uniform. A number of other
CAA Safety Patrollers are seen assisting students.]

Voiceover >> Dear CAA School Safety Patrollers, you are the ones that hold
communities together. You are the ones the whole safety in the palms of your hands
and no it's weight, its responsibility. Never ignoring danger but seeing it clearly and
working to ensure it's kept at bay.
00:01:04 - 00:01:15
[Video: Several videos show CAA Safety Patrollers helping kids both with road safety
and with their backpacks]
Voiceover >> You are respected because of the way that you take care of others, with
commitment to be leaders, examples of young people invested in the future and the
well-being of others.
00:01:15 - 00:01:26
[Video: A variety of videos show CAA Safety Patrollers receiving training]
Voiceover >> You see, many will take the granted that the path is clear, that safety is a
given but with training and knowledge, you have chosen to protect, to guide, and to
uphold the safety of your friends and classmates.
00:01:26 - 00:01:52
[Video: Several young CAA Safety Patrollers are highlighted in their uniform. A number
of videos show young CAA Safety Patrollers helping children in their community.
A group of people of a variety of ages, genders and backgrounds are standing together
smiling A young person is then seen walking towards a house, opens the door, smiles
and enters]
Voiceover >> With a pledge, with a uniform, with a smile, you show us what it means to
be a leader. Thank you for the work that you do. You are more than just a volunteer,
you are a community champion, showing us all what it means to commit to something
greater than yourself. Even though the neighborhood's you have found will shape you
and untold ways, you, the patrollers, choose to also shape the neighborhood and make
it better, so that students can arrive home safe after a day well spent.
00:01:52 - 00:02:00
[Sound: tone being played]
[Video: A bright light shines to revel a white screen with the CAA logo]
[Text on Screen: THANK YOU CAA School Safety Patrollers.]
[Small Text on Screen: ®CAA trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the
Canadian Automobile Association]

